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Sawston FC Regular Church Activities but please check diary below for full details or contact the relevant
group.
Sunday

st

1 Sunday of month

10.30 am
3.00 pm
10.30 am

nd

2 Sunday of month
rd

10.30 am

th

10.30 am

5 Sunday of month

th

10.30 am

Monday

Alternate - see diary

10.00 am

Tuesday

Term time only

6.15 – 9.00pm

Thursday

Term time only

10.30 – noon

Saturday

Last Saturday of month

3 Sunday of month
4 Sunday of month

10.30 am

Morning Worship
Messy Church
Holy Communion
No evening service
Morning Worship
No evening service
Go4th:Worship of Song, Prayer, Praise with the Worship Band
No evening service
Morning Worship
No evening service
Craft Group
Boys’ and Girls’ Brigades
Time for Tots
Monthly Prayer Meeting

For further details of these activities, please contact one of the Elders (see back page).
Four housegroups meet regularly. For information contact the Church secretary.

Churches Services and Dates for Your Diary
Date

Sawston

Castle Camps

August

All Services and Groups suspended this month

All Services and Groups suspended this month

Further details on the website
http://www.sawstonfreechurch.org.uk/
Zoom Worship as follows:
Aug 2

With St Mary’s via Zoom for Rev Alan Partridge’s
last service before he retires

Aug 9

TBC

Aug 16

Elders’ Service

Aug 23

Go4th

Aug 30

Rev Paul Whittle

This diary appears on the website. If you know of anything else you would like on the web diary, email: contact@sawston.com

Rotas

August

Car
All suspended this month

Flowers
All suspended this month

Car

The closing date for September Contact is Thursday 20th August
David Nunn is the editor, so please email your items
to contact@sawston.com or anne.nunn@btinternet.com

Flowers

Contact
The monthly magazine of
Sawston Free Church & Castle Camps URC’s
United Reformed – Methodist
Whilst in vacancy please refer Church related matters to:
secretary@sawstonfreechurch.org.uk or valeriespencer20@gmail.com (CastleCamps)
www.sawstonfreechurch.org.uk
www.facebook.com/SawstonFreeChurch

From Your Elders – Maggie, Mary, Sue, Mike, Yvonne and Anne

Reopening Or Not?
The Elders have had to make some very difficult decisions in recent weeks with respect to whether we open
up our buildings again. We have had access to some good Coronavirus advice on the URC website and we are
very fortunate to also have direct access to our Synod Moderator, Paul Whittle, who is also our Interim
Moderator! Paul has been able to give us some good advice and wise words.
The Elders decided we needed to do a risk assessment of our buildings so that we are able to make informed
decisions about opening our building as and when we are allowed by the government. Many factors were to
be considered including the safety of our own members.
Adrian Moxon and Julie Robinson very kindly agreed to carry out a thorough risk assessment of our buildings
on behalf of the Elders. They did this a few weeks ago and wrote a detailed report for Elders that enabled us
to see the risks with respect to opening our buildings whilst in Covid-19 pandemic. We are very grateful to
Adrian and Julie for their support. Lots of risks were highlighted, most concerning social distancing and
hygiene. Before we can use our buildings again, this report has to be referenced and the risks mitigated for
each organisation(or special event, e.g. funeral, weddings) beforehand.
The decisions Elders have made so far are …

• Private Prayer
Elders have decided NOT to open our church for private prayer.
We wouldn’t normally open for Private Prayer, so not really necessary now.

• Sunday Worship
Elders have agreed we cannot open for Sunday Worship until it is safe for EVERYONE.
We are NOT going to open for worship for the foreseeable future. We will revisit this
decision in September and therefore we will be opening no earlier than October but it is
more likely to be longer than that. Please bear in mind that we want our Sunday worship to
be inclusive for everyone and if in church there would also be no singing allowed, no
hugging, no chatting over tea & coffee. It struck us that a Zoom service would provide most
of that and with a smile on our faces!
Paul Whittle wrote recently …This week’s Synod session on risk assessments highlighted the
need for churches to make review and evaluation an ongoing process, whether you decide to
reopen soon or not. There is no ‘full stop’ after the decision. It is also important to remember
that deciding that your church either doesn’t want to reopen, or finds that it simply can’t
open safely at the current time, is not a failure or even a negative: continuing to offer
alternative ways to pray and worship together, and continuing to adapt these, is the best
option for the church at this time.
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• Church Meetings
We have agreed that at this stage, it is not safe nor practical to hold church meetings whether in
person or via Zoom.
Elders are able to make decisions on behalf of the church but if anything significant were to come
up, a zoom meeting would be considered.
These decisions were very difficult to make. We had to remember that we have a large number of members
and friends who are vulnerable and of an age where they may still be shielding and will certainly need to be
very careful with respect to social distancing for quite a while yet.

Café
The Footprints café is fairly self-contained at the back of our buildings and they reopened in July after their
own risk assessment in line with government guidelines. Malcolm and the girls made a lot of changes in
order to keep customers and staff safe. They have worked really hard. All they need now are customers so
please do pop in – tasty lunches and some wonderful tray bakes! They will continue to reassess their risks.

Funerals
We have had a couple of requests recently for funerals in church. As a church very much at the heart of the
community, it wasn’t appropriate to turn down these requests and Paul Whittle was happy to conduct them
and we were able to find an organist who was willing and able to play at the funerals and the local
undertakers are very clued up on the precautions they need to make. With the SFC risk assessment report to
aid us, we were able to identify the risks that had to be mitigated before the funeral could go ahead. A huge
risk for funerals would be social distancing but with the limited numbers allowed, we were able to space out
chairs appropriately and people were carefully guided to their specific seats. My understanding is that the
first funeral went well with very few problems, with Adrian providing a guiding hand. So we have agreed to
the second funeral too.

Lettings
Our lettings are starting to ask about reopening and they all understand there are risks to be assessed. They
too will have to carry out their own risk assessments on top of the SFC risk assessment and show that they
can mitigate the risks for their specific organisations and areas they will be using. Only when their risk
assessment is approved by Elders, will they be able to reopen.

SFC Organisations
Likewise for our own organisations. They too will have to carry out their own risk assessments on top of the
SFC risk assessment and again show that they can mitigate the risks for their specific organisation and areas
they will be using. Only when their risk assessment is approved by Elders, will they be able to reopen. But we
do know that in the meantime they are working hard to keep in touch with their members.
There is such a lot to consider and the Elders wanted to reassure you that we are taking the implications of
this awful pandemic very seriously. Sawston Free Church is very much alive even though our buildings are
quieter than ‘normal’ - we’re just doing things differently for the moment. We’re all here for each other and
we must keep in touch with each other.

So In Summary,

our buildings remain closed except for the café and the occasional funeral. Much
planning and risk assessment has to be carried out before each funeral or before any organisation wishes to
start up again.
Please contact the Elders, Adrian or Julie if you have any queries or concerns.

With much love,
Your Elders – Anne, Maggie, Mary, Mike, Sue & Yvonne
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Sawston Free Church - Vent Tower
Report from the Fabric Committee

There are acute problems with the Vent Tower which is shedding nails and potentially losing the
lead covering. These cause safety implications as well as maintenance problems. Action is needed
to avoid injury or damage to property. Options have been considered by the Fabric Committee.
The Vent Tower at SFC was constructed with the building
in 1880. The purpose of the Tower was to ensure
removal of stale air from lusty congregations, evacuate
combustion products from the gas lighting and to keep
the building well aired so preventing dampness. At that
time a series of cords were installed to operate various
flaps and trap doors. Time has passed. Cords have
rotted and the flaps no longer operate. Congregations
have reduced. Gas lighting has been replaced with
electricity. Cross flow of air from the side windows is
sufficient to air the building.

Attention to potential difficulties were raised when several copper nails were picked up in the
driveway and also on the flat roof over the concourse. They were first noticed after periods of
strong winds over the winter of 2019/2020. These nails could only have fallen from the Church
Roof. A survey identified the source of the nails to be the Vent Tower. Advice has been received
from several sources that the likely reasons for the nails to work loose is a combination of thermal
movement, decaying timber and possibly wind stress.
The height of the Vent Tower, some 50 feet (16 metres) above ground level, makes remote external
investigation the only realistic safe method of survey without erecting scaffolding. The cost of such
scaffolding would be expected to be about £6,000.

Photographs of the external condition of the Tower were taken using a drone and also a long focus
lens from the ground. They show approximately 100 nails either missing or beginning to work loose.
They also showed some areas of lead in the early stage of detachment. Further investigation of the
inside of the Tower (accessed internally using the scaffold tower and via the loft space) showed that
some of the boarding which supports the lead covering to be rotten. Iron bracing inside the tower
appeared to be good although mesh to prevent birds from nesting was in need of replacement.
The internal survey also showed that the principal timbers of the church roof were in good
condition and were continuous beneath the tower.
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Removal of the Tower Completely
This is the preferred option to the problem and has been approved by Rev Paul Whittle and The
Elders.. This would provide a single continuous ridge the length of the building. It would remove
the tower and exposed timber louvres and the need for future maintenance of them. Adequate
ventilation of the roof space could be achieved by vented tiles.
The Fabric Committee recommends this Option be progressed at a cost of £12,451 with a small
(5%) contingency allowance of £549.

Funding
The Church Treasurer has asked The Chairman of the Fabric Committee to initiate a Grant
Application to Synod Resources Committee for this work. It is hoped that a grant of at least 50%
can be obtained. This would leave the Church to find the remaining sum of £6,500. There are some
funds already available in the church accounts. However it is proposed that a Gift event is held and
that the generosity of members will hopefully provide sufficient funding.
Plan
•
•
•
•
•

The Elders and Rev Paul Whittle have agreed to the removal of the Vent Tower. The aim is
to complete the work before Winter 2020.
Agreement to a Gift Event during August. Donation forms will be available from Maggie or
Lynne.
Grant Application to Synod in Mid August.
Synod Resources Committee meet on 8th September
Work to be carried out not later than November 2020

Rain

From the website: Inspirational Christian Story

One rainy afternoon I was driving along one of the main streets of town, taking those extra
precautions necessary when the roads are wet and slick. Suddenly, my daughter, Susan, spoke up
from her relaxed position in her seat. "Dad, I'm thinking of something."
This announcement usually meant she had been pondering some fact for a while, and was now
ready to expound all that her six-year-old mind had discovered. I was eager to hear.
"What are you thinking?" I asked.
"The rain!;" she began, "is like sin, and the windshield wipers are like God wiping our sins away."
After the chill bumps raced up my arms I was able to respond. "That's really good, Susan."
Then my curiosity broke in. How far would this little girl take this revelation? So I asked... "Do you
notice how the rain keeps on coming? What does that tell you?"
Susan didn't hesitate one moment with her answer: "We keep on sinning, and God just keeps on
forgiving us."
I will always remember this whenever I turn my wipers on.
In order to see the rainbow, you must first endure some rain.
Unknown Author
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Greetings from Castle Camps.
We hope you are enjoying a little more freedom. I must say I am
quite content to have time to read, listen to music and the radio
and be somewhat isolated. We ventured to Sainsbury`s and were
quite pleased to get home again.
When I wrote the notes last month, we were basking in wall to wall sunshine,
but that changed and our rain barrels are now full. The crops certainly needed
the rain and are much better for it, but the yields this year are likely to be much
lower.

At the farm, the lambing is now finished and here are a couple of photos of the
grandchildren with their favourites, together with a picture of a muntjac deer
that they have saved.
The gardens are slowing up a bit but they are producing lovely things to cook.
We picked the Morello cherries and I have been making cherry jelly, as we are
not too keen on Cherry jam. We have already dealt with the black currants in
order to beat the birds to it.
A building plot opposite us is up for sale and we have been observing the
prospective purchasers (discreetly). I wonder if they realise that the
countryside is lovely now but come the winter it is cold, dark and muddy.
Whenever new people come to live up here they always start to agitate for the
installation of street lights. They don`t seem to realise that no street lights
mean much better sky and star scapes, though we missed the comet because
we were asleep!
Love from all in Castle Camps and we look forward to joining you all in church
services in the not too distant future.
Val and Friends
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After the old piece that I included in last month’s Message about
Grandparents, I was remembering an article that I wrote about three years
ago. You may remember this but I don’t think anyone should be offended, it is
very innocent.
Letter From Grandma
The other day I went to a Christian bookshop and saw a "Honk if you love
Jesus" sticker. I put it in my car and I am so glad I did. What an uplifting
experience followed!
I had stopped at a red light at a busy crossing, just lost in thought about the
Lord and how good He is, and I did not notice that the lights had changed. It
was a good thing that someone else loves Jesus because if he had not
honked I would never have noticed.
I found that lots of people love Jesus. Whilst I was sitting there, a man behind
me started honking like crazy, and then he leaned out of the window and
screamed" For the love of God, go, go!" What an exuberant cheerleader he
was for Jesus, everyone started honking! I just leaned out of my window and
started waving and smiling at all of these lovely people. I even honked a few
times myself to share in all the love.
I saw another man waving in a funny way with only two fingers stuck in the air.
When I asked my teenaged grandson, who was sitting beside me, what it
meant. He said it was probably a Hawaiian good luck sign or something. Well
I have never met anyone from Hawaii, so I gave him the good luck sign back.
My grandson burst out laughing; even he was enjoying the religious
experience.
A couple of people were so caught up in the joy of the moment that they got
out of their cars and started to walk towards me. I bet they wanted to pray with
me or ask which church I attended.
This was when I noticed that the lights had changed and so, not wishing to
hold anybody up I gave a cheery smile and waved goodbye to all my new
found brothers and sisters and drove off. In my mirror I noticed that I was the
only car that got across before the lights changed again.
I felt very sad that I had to leave them all behind after all the love we had
shared, so I slowed down, leaned out of the window and gave them the
Hawaiian good luck sign as I drove away.
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The Making of Zoom Go4th Services
The History:
In Sawston Free Church, the custom in recent years has been that (all other things being equal)
morning worship on the fourth Sunday of the month would be a 'Go4th Service'. But what exactly is
a Go4th service? Contemporary music began to be played occasionally during some services while
Peter Ball was the minister of Sawston Free church. When Bruce Waldron became minister, the
name Go4th was adopted.
These services began as experimental evening worship, with Bruce and Mike Purdy leading, and
playing guitars, drums and harmonica and singing modern (and not so modern) worship songs. The
very expression 'worship song' somehow distinguishes this music from traditional formal hymnody,
though plenty of songs/hymns sit happily in either category. Peter Sharpe, Eddie Boyd (from the
Linton URC church) joined the band more recently. When time permitted, Nick Mada and Lucy
McGregor joined them, rehearsing in the church on Friday nights.
In due course a decision was taken at the Church Meeting to transfer these services to morning
worship, on the 4th Sunday of the month. The short period when Jacob (then our student minister)
and Esther his wife also contributed was particularly rich. The move to morning worship
necessitated slight adjustments, because this was now the main act of worship for the day. It could
no longer be taken for granted that those attending had, as it were, opted into the Go4th style of
worship. Indeed, for some, the Go4th style was anything but what they would normally seek in
worship, but they continued to attend none the less. On the other hand, others, who had never
attended the evening worship, discovered that the Go4th style was refreshing and meaningful for
them. Such is the diversity of our congregation. And such is its treasured faithfulness, commitment
and loyalty.
Jacob and Esther moved on, and eight months ago so did Bruce, leaving a huge gap in Go4th, but
the decision was made to carry on. In January of this year, Mike Wilson offered to join the group
not as a singer, nor a musician, but primarily as a continuity person, to enable the musicians to
concentrate on the music-making rather than have to think about continuity, prayers, and readings
as well. But before Mike was able to make any contribution at all lockdown struck and Go4th
became a Zoom occasion. Which brings us to where we are at the moment.

The Present:
Transferring our weekly worship to Zoom has not been easy. All our preachers, no doubt, find
leading Zoom worship stressful and challenging, primarily because they are not used to conducting
worship without congregational interaction and feedback. Having to cope with the technology of
Zoom adds to the tension, despite the wonderful backup from our technical team.
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But if transferring our usual worship to Zoom is difficult, transferring Go4th is something of a
nightmare. For a start, everything has to be prepared, which loses the improvisational style of a
Go4th act of worship. Moreover, the group cannot play and sing as a group. Instead, they search
the Internet for versions of songs they would have played and sung themselves, and then lead us
on-screen through the worship.
The group continue to meet, by Zoom, on Friday evenings. The process goes something like this.
i
In the week after the Go4th service, they look at the lexionary readings for the next one,
choose a theme for the service, and identify key teaching and prayer points that might be drawn
out.
ii
That done, Mike Purdy is the lead in building a draft playlist of some twelve worship songs
from the Internet. This is not straight-forward. Versions of traditional congregational hymns (but
only a limited selection, and not always to the tune used in Sawston) can be found recorded from
Songs of Praise or some other filmed occasion with a massed congregation singing in church and
the words of the hymns subtitled across the screen. It is these that our preachers access for most of
our morning worship. They can be straight-forwardly downloaded and played in our Zoom worship.
Most Go4th-style songs are not available in that form. Though free to download, they are produced
in a marketing format, in performance form, either studio recorded, or maybe recorded from a
Christian pop-concert or other mass gathering. The congregation is not shown, though you can
often hear them faintly, and the singers sometimes call out to them (which is not always worshipful
on screen). The singers are not usually shown either. Instead, the music is to a background of
photography - endless hills, trees, mountain streams, crashing waves, sunrises and sunsets. (That
said, sometimes the backgrounds are truly objectionable, and the group occasionally reject songs
not because of the music or the words, but because of the accompanying graphics.)
iii
On the first Zoom Friday, the group debate the playlist, and decide which to keep and
which to reject.
iv
Frequently the songs have to be edited, because the long instrumental passages and
endless repetitions simply do not work on screen the same way as they do in live worship. Finding
the right balance between brevity and repetition is a source of lively debate in the group.
Many of the songs do not have subtitles, so these have to be added by hand.
Editing and adding subtitles can be up to two days' work, stuck at a computer and screen, with clip
board, stopwatch and headphones.
v

vi
The playlist, now edited, trimmed and with subtitles, has to be re-ordered into how it is
going to appear on the Sunday, and an order of service has to be built around it - introduction,
biblical readings, prayers, linkages between the individual songs, and of course the Sawston
conversation (often called our sharing time). That is sorted out in draft before the third Zoom
Friday, where it is vigorously debated and adjusted.
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vii
A second order of service is produced, this time with rough timings, so that we don't run
to an hour and a half of worship.
viii
At the final Zoom meeting before the worship, the voices to lead each section are agreed,
and the package is assembled and forwarded to the technical team so that on Sunday it can run as
seamlessly as possible.
Between this point and the actual Sunday, everyone participating has to prepare their contribution.
The difference between congregational Go4th and Zoom Go4th here becomes very apparent. In
front of a congregation, a ten second pause while a leader waits before God for the words to lead
into the next song is perfectly acceptable. On Zoom, as on television, a ten second silence is like
eternity, and so words have to be scripted as a backstop, even though it might well be when the
time comes other words occur 'in the moment.'
As a result of all this prayer-filled labour, Sawston Free Church worships in the Go4th Zoom style
once a month.

The Go4th Team

Footprints Cafe Reopens
Footprints Cafe reopened on Monday July 6th into this Strange Covid 19 world.
We have a one way entry/exit system, sanitising stations, protective counter screen
and 2 metre distanced tables inside and out.
Angela and Katie suitably gloved and visored are offering their complete and
delicious menu to eat in the cafe or to take away without any price increase. They are
also offering a specially presented and packaged ‘AFTERNOON TEA DEAL TO TAKE
AWAY’.
Please come and use this valuable Community resource to confirm its survival in
these very strange times
Thank You
Malcolm Mackintosh
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Messy Church - A Church For All Ages.

The Messy Church team will be taking some time during August to think about how
we continue as a Messy Church as we move into the Autumn term.
We will continue to hold all of our volunteers and families in our prayers so please
continue to contact us if you have any specific prayer requests or would like someone
to talk to.
All of our previous newsletters with details of our suggested activities are available
on the church website - just click on the Messy Church logo on the right hand side of
the home page.
As we wouldn’t normally meet in August, we haven’t provided any new activities for
this month so maybe you could catch up on some of the activities you didn’t have
time to do before or you could re-visit the ones you loved doing. Remember to take
some photographs and let us know how you get on.
Also remember Messy Church is for all ages not just for families with young children.
Maybe you could do "Messy Church at Home" with grandchildren or nieces and
nephews over a video call?
Or simply just as an adult in the quiet of your own home.
God speaks to us through many different ways - maybe He has something to say to
you through a Messy Church activity or song. The only way to find out is to give it a
try...
Please send us your photographs and thoughts about the Messy Church at Home
activities.
And keep an eye on our Facebook page and the church website for any further
updates.
We miss you; we hope you’re well and safe and we look forward to seeing you again.
And until that day may God hold you safe in the palm of his hand.
Love from Valerie
On behalf of the Sawston Messy Church team messy@sawstonfreechurch.org.uk

Bible Story Minecraft Competition 2020
Why not have a look at this competition, you may have some ideas:
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/landing/bible-story-minecraft-competition-2020
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His Presence by Alora M. Knight
A friend of mine once asked me
Just how could I believe
In someone I never saw,
Nor spoken words received.
I thought, perhaps, I should explain
Just why I have no doubt
That it was God's creativeness
That brought this world about.
I only have to look around
To know that He is there.
I see and feel and hear Him.
That's why I'm so aware.
I see Him in the raindrops
That nourish trees and flowers.
I see Him in the rainbows
That sometimes follow showers.
I see Him in a mother's love
When looking at her child.
So thankful that this miracle
Is pure and undefiled.

I see the beauty of Him
In the butterflies on wing.
The feathers of the peacock.
Are the colours He can bring
I feel Him when a playful breeze
Blows gently through my hair.
When the sun shines warmly on my face,
I know that He is there.
His strength shows in the mountains
And the ever pounding seas.
A kitten's purred affection
Shows how gentle love can be.
It's true I have no pictures
To hang upon my wall.
I do not need a portrait,
His presence to recall.
For those who wish to listen,
It is played throughout the land.
The symphony of life itself,
Directed by His hand.

I see Him in the wrinkled face
That's seen so many years,
Knowing it was faith in Him
That overcame all fears.
I hear Him when a meadowlark
Trills out its joyful song.
I hear Him when the thunder
Comes forth so loud and strong
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Newsletter By Helen And Roger March
Pre Coronavirus
The photo shows another hand pump
repaired by the charity. Eric and his team have
now repaired around 1000 pumps since 2017.
We have said in many newsletters that we are
aiming for Osiligi Obaya primary school to be
one of the best schools in Kenya. At the end of
this year, you can judge whether these are
just empty words. We now have our full
complement of classrooms and this year will
be our first exam class, when the oldest
children sit their national KCPE exams which
define what type of secondary school the children can attend. So in late October, the school will
close, everybody except the head teacher must leave the school site and an outside exam
invigilator will sit in during the 3 days of exams. These extreme measures are to prevent cheating,
rife in Kenyan schools. After the cheating was stopped and schools were unable to buy early copies
of the exam papers, some private schools previously at the top of the league tables suddenly
plummeted.
All the class 8 children are boarding at the school. This is normal in most Kenyan schools to give the
children the best possible chance of a good mark.
Our daughter, son-in- law and 2 grandchildren
both visited so we were able to see the school
and Kenya through their eyes. Our daughter
and son-in law are both teachers working in
Hong Kong so they shared Hong Kong life with
the pupils including using chop sticks and
chinese writing.
White children are a novelty in Olepolos and
at the school so the 2 grandchildren had
celebrity status. Their hair was constantly
being touched, their skin felt and the younger
pupils wanted to sniff their skin.
The youngest class PP1 were introduced to
scissors and glue. It is hard for us to imagine
the amazement and rapture handling this
new tool and sticking bits of paper brought.
Older pupils wanted in on the action. They
are so used to copying the teacher, some
were literally terrified to create freely and sat
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waiting for instruction. We expected cynicism from a 14 year old but he had a great time – a
welcome break from exam revision. Many impressed us by cutting precise animals without a
sketch.
There has been an exciting development in our PP1 and PP2 classes where children are now
learning through play. This is a big change from their usual more formal learning. Activities include
playdough (Africa friendly recipe) water play, drawing and colouring, dinosaurs, jigsaws, homemade
tent, shop, lego, construction toolbox, doctor’s set, plastic fruit etc. A large suitcase of dressing up
clothes is also heading to Osiligi in March.
It has been a great success. Teachers Catherine and Sylvia are impressed with the children’s
imagination, creativity, co-operation and improved communication skills – all key components of
the new competence based curriculum. The pupils are particularly impressed with the water, the
playdough and the homemade tent.
Lego – a great success with all classes but too tempting for many children. We spotted some
children hiding lego pieces in their jumpers. The security guard had already been put on lego alert
and asked to frisk children as they left school.
Teachers using corporal punishment on children is common in Kenya but is banned at Osiligi school.
Unfortunately, some of the teachers had forgotten this rule so we have put in place various
measures to re-educate the teachers and remind children of their rights. We also had a meeting
with the parents to reassure them that there will be no beatings at the school and to ask for their
support to achieve this.

One minute a seat can be used by children, the next by chickens. The deputy head teacher, Rispa, is
telling the girls how to wash their underwear. The advice given is to dry them somewhere the
father cannot see them, outside so that the sun can sterilise them but covered with netting so they
don’t look like underwear.
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Awareness around COVID-19 among Maasai communities (From the Maasai web-site)
A major issue is the varied level of awareness of the pandemic among the Maasai of northern
Tanzania. 75 people were questioned on this issue.
The first question asked was: ‘Have you heard of the COVID-19 pandemic?’ Everyone confirmed
that they had heard of the disease through radio or other community members, who have buttonor smartphones.
They were then asked: ‘Have you heard what you should do to protect yourselves and your families
against infection?’ This question received divergent responses. 50% (37 people) said they had heard
that they should not greet each other by touching hands and that they should wash their hands, but
that they had not heard about social distancing and staying at home to reduce unnecessary travel.
20% (15 people) had heard of the disease but did not know what to do to protect themselves. 15%
(11 people) said that they had heard of the disease, but left it to God to sort out, seeing the disease
as an apocalyptic punishment for humanity for failing to respect nature.
Another 15% of people had heard of the disease and knew what they need to do to protect
themselves, according to WHO guidance, but argued that this is impossible to practice in the
Maasai community because of cultural practices like touching hands in greeting or touching
children’s heads. These interviewees said there is a need for a serious campaign, impressing on
community members the dangers of some cultural practices in terms of the pandemic.
It is very difficult to take action at household level to protect themselves, their families and the
community at large due to the Maasai cultural system. The Maasai cultural system is based on
strong social interaction and reciprocity, whereby members of the community are able to move
from one place to another within the community and access free accommodation and food.
Accommodation is organised around an age-set system: when a visitor enters the kraal (an
enclosed circular structure where several families have their houses and keep their livestock) the
first question is which houses belong to members of his age set. This is only a consideration for
men: women are accommodated in any house of their choice regardless of their age set.
Additionally, social interaction between immediate neighbours (those living in the same sub-village)
and close friends from afar are still accorded the same reception at people’s homes despite the
potential danger of infection. The interviewees said that the force of culture makes it difficult to
turn away guests who are well known to the family, despite potential dangers. This poses a serious
problem in these circumstances. However, all interviewees did confirm that visitors who come from
faraway places, and particularly those returning from cities, are denied entry into and
accommodation in the kraal.
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There is a growing awareness that visitors can be potential carriers, so disagreements on these
issues are not widespread, or becoming fewer. We have even seen in some villages at general
assembly meetings people have been warned not to allow visitors to sleep in their houses, and
there is an increasing trend for the cultural system of reciprocity to be suspended until the
pandemic is over.
Unequal burden of COVID-19 on women
Women in particular, strongly opposed allowing guests to sleep in their houses. However, in many
cases the final decision is made by the husband, not the wife, so husbands can force their wives to
concede.
Women bear the burden of receiving visitors in their homes: traditionally, when a guest enters a
Maasai settlement, husbands can direct their guests to go to one of his wives’ houses and the
chosen wife cannot disagree. She also has the responsibility of feeding the guest, introducing
greater economic strain and food strains, which are exacerbated in this pandemic. Maasai women
are also very family oriented – more so than men. Visitors can pose a threat to the whole family,
especially children, perhaps causing the contrast in perspectives and feelings towards family
welfare seen in men and women interviewees.
Information in local languages is essential
These interviews revealed big differences in the information members of the Maasai community
have access to. A large number of people in the community are illiterate, but many own button
phones and only a few own smartphones. These are their main sources of information on the
pandemic, but due to their illiteracy many cannot understand messages about the pandemic unless
they have friends, or children who can translate for them. Furthermore, all messages are in the
national language, Swahili. Many Maasai do not speak Swahili, only those who have gone to school.
There are no broadcasts in the Maa language.
Local radio is a crucial avenue for reaching many people at the same time: everyone with a button
or smartphone could access news. The local station urgently needs specific programs on the
dangers of coronavirus and protection measures in the Maa language. Without media that targets
Maasai communities, access to information and solutions will remain limited and pose increasing
danger to communities.
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Church Directory

Minister
In vacancy

Tel
All church related matters to
secretary@sawstonfreechurch.org.uk

Secretaries:
Maggie Jones - Sawston
Val Spencer – Castle Camps

21 Hillside, Sawston
20 South Road, Abington

565637
892214

Elders: Sawston
Mary Simuyandi
Anne Nunn
Mike Purdy
Sue Sisk
Yvonne Sparrow

28 New Road, Sawston
10 London Road, Sawston
42 Granta Road, Sawston
63 Babraham Road, Sawston
25 Edinburgh Ave, Sawston

837433
832913
830903
833508
473937

Joint Treasurers:
Lynne Hays
Terry Penny

Baggot Hall, Station Road, Harston
April Lodge, 81 Brewery Road, Pampisford

871800
833635

10 London Road, Sawston
Email: anne.nunn@btinternet.com

832913

Church Bookings

Maggie Jones, 21 Hillside, Sawston

565637

Church Website:
Facebook page:

www.sawstonfreechurch.org.uk/

Contact Editors
David & Anne Nunn

www.facebook.com/SawstonFreeChurch

Are you looking for…
A conference hall that can seat up to 100
A venue for a special occasion: birthday party,
anniversary party, a reception after a wedding,
a place to gather after a funeral, a baptism or blessing
Cosy rooms for small groups or counselling
Rooms or places where people can meet & talk
A quiet space for spiritual reflection & prayer

Look no further!
We cater for everyone and for a wide variety of events!
For more information email: bookings@sawstonfreechurch.org.uk
or contact Maggie Jones – 01223 565637
Rental costs are between £18 to £25 per hour, including tea and
coffee making facilities.
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